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Furygan Full Apex
one-piece leathers

Rev’it!
Orion GTX
gloves

HOW LONG NINE MONTHS COST £659.99
CONTACT WWW.NEVIS.UK.COM

HOW LONG FOUR YEARS/10,000 MILES
COST £89.99 CONTACT REVIT.EU
I’VE BEEN
REALLY
impressed
with these
gloves. They’ve seen
10,000 miles of use over
the last four years in
some terrible conditions
and they’ve been
water-tight and
acceptably warm.
They’re packed with all

the right ingredients, with
Rev’it’s own Corduraalternative shell,
Thermalite lining and
Gore-Tex.
But the reality is lots of
feel, more waterproof
than my Dainese jacket
or Alpinestars boots and
enough confidence and
feel to ride a sportsbike
hard when grip allows.

Warm for 100-mile
rides in January, their
performance hasn’t
deteriorated over time,
either. Impressive for
sub-£100. The visor wipe
on the left glove is useful,
too. Discontinued, their
replacement is the
Centaur GTX, which also
costs £89.99.
Matt Wildee

Cylinder head parts organiser
HOW LONG THREE YEARS COST £34.99 CONTACT EBAY.CO.UK
THERE ARE
QUITE a few
versions of
these around,
but a supplier happened
to be selling these just as I
was looking for one, so I
chose this out of
convenience. It set me
back £50 at the time, and
it has been well worth it.
They’re designed to
accept and separate all
the components from a
stripped 16-valve cylinder
head, and they’re
invaluable when I strip an
engine from time-to-time.
But I also use it for valve
clearance services – it’s
just as useful for storing
cams, cam-caps and
shims. I’d say I’ve used it
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It comes with flexible
D3O armour, stretch
panels and aramid fibre in
all the right places; the
ankles and cuffs are
finished off with a nice bit
of neoprene for comfort
and it has plenty of
ventilation. The 1.4mm
thick leather feels really
supple and the suit never
felt like it needed breaking
in. Overall, I really enjoy
wearing it, mainly because
it fits me so well, not to
mention that it seems to
offer the levels of
protection I’m after. It’s a
very good mid-priced suit.
John McAvoy
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around 150 times when
you count that sort of use,
and it means you never
mix parts up. It’s also
much better than putting
everything in separate
bags or tubs. The only

thing is that it’s quite light,
so you have to be careful
to store it safely and not
knock it, sending
everything flying. I’ve not
done that... yet.
Mark White

Knox Leonard jacket
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HOW LONG 3200 MILES COST JACKET £249.99 ARMOURED URBANE SHIRT
£129.99 THERMAL LAYER £39.99 CONTACT PLANET-KNOX.COM
THIS
THREELAYER
JACKET
seemed like a pointless
gimmick to begin with, but
it’s great in everyday use.
You start with an
armoured mesh vest, then
add a thermal layer, and
finish with a leather or
pseudo wax-cotton outer
layer. It makes for a really
comfortable jacket as the
armour stays where it’s

THIS TOP OF
the range
Furygan suit
has a lot to
offer for the price. It’s a
good looking suit and the
cut is the best I’ve found
for my 6ft 4in out-house
body shape.
It doesn’t have the
same level of build quality
as the Held suit I used
previously, though. There
is less armour and it’s not
lined throughout, which
can make getting it on a
bit of a task. But then, it’s
half the price. I certainly
wouldn’t say it’s half the
suit, though.

supposed to and doesn’t
restrict movement; in fact,
its easier to move around
in than a regular bike
jacket. The design of the
outer garment is subtle so
can be used as a casual
jacket, too.
Early on, I found that
the armour shirt was only
suited to upright bikes.
On a sportsbike, the shirt
rides up, exposing my
muffin-top, and the CE
Level 1 back protector
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didn’t feel very
reassuring. Knox sent
me a revised Level
2 armour jacket with
aist strap to
a waist
secure the back
protector. Problem
solved. The only
downside is the
choice of outer
shells: they’re all
hipster-ish. Suits
me, but looks
odd on a GSX-R.
Simon Russell
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